MakaiLay Seismic
Submarine Cable Management
Software

INTRODUCTION
MakaiLay Seismic is an extension of the successful cable installation software, MakaiLay, developed by Makai
Ocean Engineering and currently used by over 80% of the
deep water cable installers in the world to accurately lay
military arrays, telecommunication and power cables with
a high degree of placement and slack/tension accuracy.
MakaiLay Seismic runs on a PC under Windows 7 or XP
operating system. MakaiLay Seismic has been specifically
designed to address the new challenge faced by the seismic industry to accurately install and retrieve Ocean Bottom Cables (OBC) in mid- and deep waters.
In addition to the large number of features already existing
in MakaiLay (see Makai’s brochure on MakaiLay for details),
makailayseismic@makai.com
Phone 1 808.259.8871
Fax 1 808.259. 8238

the MakaiLay Seismic software provides the following capabilities for the cable installation and retrieval process:

ROUTE PLANNING
New design tools are provided to the operator
to efficiently prepare the assembly of the seismic
arrays, including the location for each in-line geophone and transponder along the cable and the
laydown routes along the seabed. The planning is
done in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment to allow the user to precisely place their
arrays relative to each other, shorelines, bathymetry, other cables, etc. The software can import and
properly translate data from other GIS databases in

system can simulate real world problems such as

a sudden cable halt in payout, what should the ves-

a variety of formats, projections and datums (over

ship navigation errors, variations in ship and cable

sel do to prevent undesirable bottom cable motion

150 different formats are supported).

payout speed, unobserved changes in ocean cur-

and tension? The 3D cable model has been rigor-

rents and bathymetry. This capability allows users

ously tested and calibrated at-sea, and as a result,

to answer important questions before going to sea,

the cable touchdown conditions – location, slack,

such as: Is a dynamic positioning system required

tension and even bottom dragging – are confidently

on the vessel? Is it necessary to measure currents

computed.

to achieve the desired placement accuracy? Do we
need to attach transponders on the cable and how

NAVIGATING

often? How much does the installation speed affect
the placement accuracy of the sensors?

INSTALLATION PLANNING & TRAINING

In addition, the system has proven to be an ex-

Ship Plan by working directly with a DP system or

cellent training tool, and it provides operators with

by displaying guidance to the helmsman. The navi-

as much experience as possible under different de-

gation display provides ship guidance information

ployment scenarios before the real lay. The cable

and optionally shows any or all other related infor-

lay simulations allow the operator to become fa-

mation in a GIS environment.

Installation planning is achieved by running com-

miliar with how the cable behaves (e.g., response

puter simulated cable lays in the office to dynamical-

times and cable shapes) under different environ-

ly model the cable, equipment, procedures and en-

mental conditions and help him to develop a clear

vironment of the actual lay. Such simulations allows

understanding of efficient techniques for sensor

for detailed analysis/selection of the equipment,

placement/retrieval and bottom tension/slack con-

techniques and data inputs required to safely and

trol. In addition, the operator can be trained in deal-

reliably lay the cable along the planned route. The

ing with contingency situations. For example, under
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MakaiLay Seismic can guide the ship along the

MONITORING & CONTROLLING THE

the seafloor. The sophisticated

INSTALLATION

computer model monitors in
near real-time the cable bottom

The heart of MakaiLay Seismic is a detailed

conditions in the recent past

and rigorous 3-D dynamic model of the cable.

and can predict the results of

The model accurately computes the geometry and

future cable and ship actions on

forces acting on the suspended cable, and the

cable seafloor conditions. Ou-

cable touchdown position and bottom tension (or

puts are presented to the user

slack). This is accomplished by taking into account

in tabular and graphical form.

cable characteristics (size/weight), ship velocity,

The result is a major improvement

bathymetry, currents, feedback from transponders

in the installer’s knowledge of the cable

attached along the cable and all other parameters

condition on the seafloor and in his ability to

affecting the dynamic position and accuracy of the

predict and control touchdown conditions.

cable lay. With such knowledge available at all

OBC installation

overall cable and sensor placement accuracy. This
is of particular importance for OBC installations

times, immediate and accurate cable lay forecasts

USING TRANSPONDERS TO IMPROVE

where transponders are placed at regular intervals

and command decisions can be made that account

PLACEMENT ACCURACY

along the arrays.

for any complex real-world situation, both planned
and unplanned.

If highly accurate transponder data is available
As explained above, the control system itself is

(RMS position error = 0.25% slant range), the con-

based on rigorous cable physics, and its accuracy

trol system has the option to directly force the math-

has been validated multiple times in the past. Accu-

ematical solution of cable shape to pass through

racy is, however, limited by the quality of the input

the bottom most transponder position available on

data, in particular the measurements of cable length

the suspended portion of the cable. Since the posi-

paid out and ocean currents. Having accurate po-

tion of this transponder is known, the bottom tran-

sition measurements of transponders attached to

sponder effectively acts as a “ship” closer to the

the cable can compensate for some of these input

bottom, which in turn improves the accuracy of the

errors and can be used to significantly improve the

touchdown location.

Dynamic 3D cable model used by the control system.

The software changes the focus of cable deployment control from the cable condition as it
leaves the vessel (current practice for OBC) to its
condition on the seafloor. It allows cable installers to focus on the most important issue in any
cable lay: the installed condition of the sensors on
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Kalman Filter incorporates
transponder positional data
in the cable model solution.

Screenshot of MakaiLay Seismic.
The top portion of window to the left
shows the plan view of the path and the
bottom portion a profile view of the path.
The middle window shows estimate
current profile calculated using the
transponder data. The calculated profile
values are shown in tabular and graphical
form. Values can be edited in this table if
necessary before the operator accepts
the current profile to make it available for
the next cable model calculation.
The window to the right shows a 3D animation of the installation in progress.

If the position information provided by the transponder is not as accurate as desired, the software

stalled, making use of real-time current measure-

can still use the positions of multiple transponders

ments can improve the cable placement accuracy

in the water column in a Kalman Filter to estimate

by a factor of 2 to 4.

the ocean currents acting on the cable and improve
the cable shape and touchdown computations.
This is particularly helpful when ocean currents are
not being measured or when the quality of the transponder position data is not very high. The Kalman
filter outputs a current profile such that the difference between the measured and calculated (by the

MEASURING & USING CURRENTS

model) transponder positions is minimized. These
currents can be used by the cable model to predict

The software can log ocean currents measured

touchdown conditions in the near future and make

in real-time using an Acoustic Current Doppler

corrections to the installation procedure to avoid

Profiler (ADCP). The current data are filtered and

undesirable touchdown conditions.

used by the 3D cable model to provide the user
with more accurate cable shape and touchdown
conditions during the installation and retrieval operations. Depending on the type of array being in-
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MakaiLay Seismic can utilize current measurements from an ADCP.

RETRIEVING CABLE

DATA LOGGING
MakaiLay Seismic logs all data critical to the

Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc. is located on

cable installation and can log any other available

Oahu, Hawaii, USA. We support cable ship opera-

digital data as well. The software provides ex-

tions and cable planning worldwide.

tensive documentation on the cable lay both in
detailed data logs and in GIS as-laid databases.

For more information and pricing contact:

Data retrieval, display and compatibility with other

Makai Ocean Engineering

software are very flexible. As-laid user-configured

PO Box 1206

charts, tables, 3-D images and summaries can be

Kailua, Hawaii

retrieved at any time during the lay on either the

96734-USA.

MakaiLay Seismic’s 3D cable model has been

main computer or on remote stations throughout

Phone: 1 808 259-8871

optimized for retrieval of cables. As a result, the

the ship. The software distributes data as needed

Fax: 1 808 259-8238

software can now model more accurately the ca-

to client computers located anywhere on the ship.

makailayseismic@makai.com

ble-seabed interactions and cable being dragged
as a result of the seabed cable tension. Having an
accurate knowledge of the cable conditions on the
seabed at all times allows for cable retrieval with
lower seabed tensions, which in turn decreases
cable dragging on the seabed. This helps minimize
cable fouling with bottom outcrops and cable abrasion, thus providing longer array life.
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